
Ring Sizing Guide

Verify Printed Paper Size:
IMPORTANT!
Please verify this document has printed to actual size. 
Use a ruler or measuring tape to confirm that the bars 
to the left are either 2 inches or 50 mm long.  If this is 
not done the ring size guide will be inaccurate.
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How to Use this Guide:
1. Get a sense for when your fingers are the largest - for most people this is at the end of day.  Also ensure you 
are not measuring at a time when your fingers are cold or damp - this makes them smaller than usual.

2. Chunky bands may fit your finger more tightly than delicate bands.

3. All sizes listed here are American ring sizes. We offer whole sizes - so please order a size larger if you fall in a 
half size.

4. Your dominent hand will generally be 1/2 a size larger - be sure you measure the hand you intend to wear the 
ring on.

5. Below we offer 2 different methods to measure your ring size, the first is by measuring an existing ring, the 5. Below we offer 2 different methods to measure your ring size, the first is by measuring an existing ring, the 
second is by creating your own ring sizer by cutting out the sizer at the bottom of this sheet.

Method 1: Measure an Existing Ring:
Reminders:
Select a ring to measure that correctly fits the finter you want to wear the new ring on.

Instructions:
Lay the ring you have on top of each circle below - try to find the circle that fits just inside the edge of your ring.

Method 2: Create Your Own Sizer:
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